in the Beverage Industry

Let’s face it:

Consumers are finicky. We should know! We are, after all,
consumers ourselves! So we should know better than anybody
that our tastes are always changing, our loyalties always
shifting, and our standards always increasing. Here are a few
trends (both industry and consumer) that beverage brands
need to keep in mind in today’s digitally driven world.

Trend 1: Interactive Packaging
Bringing Packaging to Life
Brands are using technologies like image recognition and
augmented reality (AR) to bring a new dimension to their in-aisle
experience.

70%

80%

50%

of customers see clear
benefits of AR1

of midmarket companies
are using AR2

of consumers are more
inclined to shop with retailers
using AR experiences3

brings criminals on their
bottles to life

made social sharing easy
with #summergram QR
codes

shows a piece of history
inside their bottles

Trend 2: Health/Acohol Substitutes
The Switch to Sober
As “sober curious” lifestyles become more popular, even alcoholic
brands are capitalizing with non-alcoholic alternatives.

40%

-5%

of consumers want to decrease alcohol
consumption for health reasons4

Since 2000, the number of people who drink
alcohol has decreased by nearly 5 percent5

tapped social influencers
to promote their new
non-alcoholic beer,
Coors Edge

reported a 33% jump in the
desire for alcohol-free beer
in Western Europe with the
release of Heineken 0.0

created their own
“nonalcoholic spirits”
company called Seedlip

Trend 3: Sustainability/Traceability
More Transparency
Consumers care about the environment, and they’re willing to shell
out more money for brands that are packaging and sourcing
ingredients in eco-friendly ways.

62%

42%

of consumers say that
sustainable packaging
builds brand trust6

of consumers say they are willing to
pay more to companies with positive
social and environmental practices6

uses image recognition to give
consumers a virtual tour of how their
vodka is made

Millennials are the generation
most likely to respond to
eco-friendly practices7

enables consumers to scan product
barcodes with their app to see where
the ingredients came from

Trend 4: Not Just an App
Making It Experiential
Consumers are increasingly compelled to buy from brands that are
making drinking their beverages an experience in itself.

50%

72%

of US people surveyed say they’ve
tried drinks that friends posted on
Facebook8

of millennials prefer spending
money on experiences rather
than things9

offers Cider+Food
pairings via their app

utilizes Facebook chatbots
for personalized drink recipe
recommendations

Over 1 in 3 people use Facebook
or Instagram to post photos and
opinions of their drinks8

famous “Share A Coke”
campaign led to 500,000
tagged photos on media10
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